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Address Dellner Romag Ltd 
Dellner Bubenzer Group 
Leadgate Industrial Estate 
DH8 7RS Consett

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Dellner Romag Ltd will be providing a wide range of glass and glazing products to a global client base. Key products include:

Rail rolling stock - internal and external windows, luggage racks and partitions
Vehicles - windscreens and vision panels
Security - bullet, fire and physical resistant glass
Architectural - shaped, tinted, coated, toughened and structural glass for buildings

 

Architectural and Security 

Specialising in architectural and security glass, Romag is one of the UK’s leading independent glass processors. Trusted worldwide by leading
organisations to deliver high quality, reliable glazing solutions we offer a range of bespoke products designed to meet our customers specific
requirements.

We have been processing glass in our factory in the North East of England since 1943 and it’s our knowledge and experience that sets us apart,
ensuring we provide a first class product each and every time. 
Over the years our highly skilled staff have gained significant expertise and are ideally placed to deal with the challenges facing the market, both now
and in the future.

We offer an extensive range of specialist glass products, providing the most demanding bullet and blast resistant glass specifications utilising glass
polycarbonate laminating technology. Our architectural range includes both functional and flexible solutions to meet an array of design requirements,
ranging from glass floor panels, balustrades and staircases to high performance solar control glass. Our in-house expertise also means that any of our
products can include augmentations such as decorative glass coatings, screen printing or tinted interlayers including the Vanceva range enabling a
dynamic colour palette to be achieved to meet your specific needs.

Whatever your glazing requirements our dedicated teams are happy to provide advice and support to develop the most effective solution to meet your
needs

Wide range of innovative glazing solutions
High quality and reliable
Experienced and knowledgeable staff
Flexible and responsive customer services.

Company Profile of Dellner Romag Ltd

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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